Phantoms for Development of Microwave Sensors for Noninvasive Blood Glucose Monitoring
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A suitability of two different liquid phantoms of blood-glucose solutions as phantoms for development of microwave sensors for noninvasive blood glucose monitoring is compared. The two phantoms are physiological saline-glucose and pig blood-glucose solutions. For this purpose a simple microwave sensor is developed for in vitro monitoring of blood glucose levels. The sensor consists of a microstrip antenna and of a small rectangular container on the top of the antenna. The container is filled with one of the liquid phantoms. Both phantoms with different glucose concentrations ranging from 0 to 500 mg/dL are considered. Dependence of sensor’s resonant frequency on glucose concentration of LUTs is both estimated by aid of numerical simulations and measured. The results are discussed and compared with some results reported in the literature.

1. Introduction

In 2014, 382 million people (8.3% of the overall population) have diabetes and it is expected that up to year 2035 the number of people with diabetes will rise to 592 million. More than 11% of healthcare spending worldwide is on treatment of diabetes [1]. Current techniques for blood glucose monitoring are all invasive associated with number of obvious inconveniences. Regular blood glucose monitoring by diabetes patients would both significantly improve their quality of life and decrease the diabetes-treatment cost. Therefore, there is a clear demand for an inexpensive noninvasive blood glucose monitoring technique.

There are already a number of research groups and companies developing noninvasive blood glucose monitoring systems [2–5]. The company MediWiSe announced start of preorders for their microwave device in late 2016.

With respect to development of an electromagnetic noninvasive glucose monitoring system some authors report dielectric properties of physiological saline-glucose [6] and of blood plasma-glucose solutions [7, 8]. In [9, 10], it has been shown that glucose influences dielectric properties of blood significantly, but an analytical model has not been published there. To authors’ best knowledge the only paper publishing mathematical model of dielectric properties of blood-glucose solutions is [11]. In [12], the authors measured dielectric properties of blood-glucose solutions but mathematical model has not been published. One of the main aims of this paper is to show, both by numerical simulation results and by measurement results, that there are significant differences between dielectric properties of physiological saline-glucose and blood-glucose solutions. Correspondingly, the physiological saline-glucose solutions are, at least in the considered frequency range, not suitable models of blood-glucose solutions for experimental design/evaluation of blood glucose level monitoring systems.

In this paper, a simple microwave sensor based on microstrip (MS) patch antenna principles is developed for in vitro blood glucose level monitoring. The MS patch antenna has been chosen here because it is flat and even though the present study is performed for in vitro experiments, only the geometry of the sensor could be with small changes used for in vivo experiments as well. The preliminary antenna dimensions were calculated with well-known design rules [13]. The sensor consists, besides of the antenna, of a small container filled with LUT. The sensor was modeled and fine-tuned, in
order to obtain low reflection coefficient at the resonant frequency, in COMSOL Multiphysics [14]. For both numerical simulations and measurements two LUTs were considered, physiological saline-glucose and blood-glucose solutions, with different glucose concentrations. For both LUTs the first resonant frequency of the sensor (with filled container) lies at about 2 GHz. The sensor was manufactured and the shift of the resonant frequency of the antenna was both measured and simulated for both considered glucose solutions.

2. LUTs: Models of Their Dielectric Properties and Preparation

The glucose concentrations in LUTs were chosen, both physiological and nonphysiological concentrations. The nonphysiological concentrations considered here are still realistic as they can be reached by diabetes patients.

For numerical design and evaluation of the sensor, mathematical models of dielectric properties of physiological saline-glucose and blood-glucose solutions were adopted from [15] and [11], respectively. It has to be noted that the model from [11] is based on measurements using the commercial system Dielectric Probe Kit with the Slim Probe, both from the company Keysight Technologies (formerly Agilent) [16]. Since it is difficult to use this equipment for the liquids with inhomogeneous surface (blood samples have such surface), the measured data are correspondingly negatively influenced. Nevertheless, to the authors’ best knowledge, there is no other mathematical model for blood-glucose solutions dielectric properties.

Both models were implemented in MATLAB [17] and imported into COMSOL Multiphysics numerical model of the sensor (Figure 1). The numerical model of the sensor was subsequently used for sensor optimization as well as for further numerical investigations performed here.

Physiological saline-glucose solutions were prepared by addition of an amount of D-glucose, according to Table 1, into 0.5 L of physiological saline. The pig blood samples were taken in a slaughterhouse by slaughterhouse employees into 9 mL test tubes with K3 EDTA (anticlotting agent). Except for a reference sample with reference value of glucose, three other samples were prepared in 25 mL volumetric flasks by adding an amount of D-glucose, according to Table 2, into 25 mL of pig blood. The obtained four samples had the following glucose concentrations: reference value, reference value + 125 mg/dL, reference value + 250 mg/dL, and reference value + 500 mg/dL.


As already mentioned, the microwave sensor is based on the MS patch antenna. The preliminary antenna dimensions were calculated using well-known design rules [13] in such a way the antenna resonates (with the empty container) at 5 GHz. The antenna layout is shown in Figure 2 and the dimensions are as follows. The substrate is FR4 with substrate height equal to 1.5 mm. The width of feeding MS transmission line is equal to 2.8 mm. SMA panel connector was used. Patch width and length are equal to 18.1 mm and 13.6 mm, respectively. The container dimensions from the top view are shown in Figure 2 and its height is equal to 30 mm. Side walls of the container are made from PTFE and Lucite according to Figure 2. Filling the container with LUT shifts resonant
frequency of the sensor to about 2 GHz (depends on used LUT and its glucose concentration). The sensor was first numerically modeled and subsequently fine-tuned (in terms of low reflection coefficient at the resonant frequency) in COMSOL Multiphysics.

The final antenna was manufactured using standard etching process and the side walls of the container were glued to the top of the antenna. The manufactured sensor with the empty container is shown in Figure 3.

Measurement of reflection coefficient has been performed using vector network analyzer Rohde & Schwarz FSH8.28 calibrated as full one-port calibration with ZV-Z170 Calibration Kit 50.

For physiological saline-glucose solutions in total 27 independent (after each measurement the LUT was removed from the container and the container was cleaned) measurements were performed. Six measurements were performed for each sample except for 250 mg/dL, where five measurements were performed only.

For reference sample (without added glucose) of pig blood five independent measurements were performed. Three pig blood samples with different glucose amount added were measured as well. In total 8 independent measurements were performed for pig blood samples.

### 4. Numerical and Measurement Results and Discussion

By a simple comparison of dielectric properties of both LUTs it is clear that the same change in glucose concentration produces bigger changes of the dielectric properties of blood-glucose solution than of physiological saline-glucose solution. The magnitudes of reflection coefficients of the sensor depending on frequency, LUT, and different glucose concentrations were simulated and are plotted in Figures 4 and 5. The numerical results confirm the above-mentioned statement. The glucose concentrations chosen for the numerical simulations were 0, 125, and 250 mg/dL. By the physiological saline-glucose solutions the resonant frequency shifts about 5 MHz if glucose concentration changes from 0 to 125 or from 125 to 250 mg/dL. By the blood-glucose solutions there are much bigger resonant frequency shifts. If glucose concentration changes from 0 to 125 mg/dL and from 125 to 250 mg/dL the frequency shifts 200 and 300 MHz, respectively.

The measurements were performed at the room temperature (23°C). The goal was to just investigate whether the shifts of the sensor’s resonant frequency depending on glucose concentration are comparable with those numerically simulated and whether they are sufficient for estimation of the glucose concentration in LUT.
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The plane under its aperture very homogeneous pattern and decays almost as an EM plane wave in given media.

Denote 95% confidence interval.

Concentration of pig blood-glucose solutions; dashed red lines denote 95% confidence interval.

Figure 6: Dependence of sensor resonant frequencies on glucose concentration of physiological saline-glucose solutions; dashed red lines denote 95% confidence interval.

\begin{equation}
y = 1.6729 - 1.0916E^{-6} \times x; r^2 = 0.0039
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
y = 1.9924 + 0.0003 \times x; r^2 = 0.9219
\end{equation}

Glucose concentration (mg/dL) vs. frequency (GHz):

- Reference value + 125, reference value + 125, and reference value + 250, and reference value + 250 and reference value + 500 mg/dL are 43, 43, and 86 MHz, respectively.

There is also a significant difference, by a factor of 4.7 to 7, between measured and simulated changes of resonance frequency.

In [11], a different microwave sensor for in vivo measurements of blood glucose concentrations was developed and tested. Measurements of frequency shift of the sensor were performed and reported resonant frequency shift was approximately 125 MHz for glucose concentration changes from 91 to 330 mg/dL. If a linear dependence is considered, this would lead to a slope of 65 MHz for 125 mg/dL concentration change. The difference between the resonant frequency shift reported in [11] and here is only by a factor of 65/43 = 1.5. It has to be noted that our measurements were performed at the room temperature while the measurements reported in [11] were performed at 37°C. Another explanation could be that the considered sensors have different sensitivity.

Even though a difference of factor 1.5 is not satisfactory, it is much better than a factor of 4.7–7. This is an indication that a mathematical model of dielectric properties of blood-glucose solutions reported in [11] should be improved by repeating the measurements presented there. Also we can conclude that physiological saline-glucose solutions are not a suitable model of blood for the purpose of development of noninvasive blood glucose monitoring system.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper, a microwave sensor for in vitro blood glucose level monitoring was designed, manufactured, and tested using two LUTs with different glucose concentrations, namely, physiological saline-glucose and pig blood-glucose solutions. Resonant frequency shifts of the sensor depending on LUT and its glucose concentrations were simulated and measured. No trend of shifts of resonant frequencies for physiological saline-glucose solutions was detected by measurements. The shifts are probably masked by shifts caused by small changes of dielectric properties of LUT due to small changes of room temperature. The shifts of resonant frequencies for pig blood-glucose solutions showed clear linear trend with a slope which could be used for estimation of glucose level. Based on the results obtained in this paper it can be concluded that the physiological saline-glucose solutions are, at least in the considered frequency range, not suitable models of blood-glucose solutions for experimental design/evaluation of blood glucose level monitoring systems.

The sensor presented in this paper has not been optimized in terms of sensitivity. Furthermore, it is not small enough for a noninvasive in vivo measurement. Such sensor should fit in an earlobe or could be placed above one of the arteries, for example, on wrist, on temple, and behind the knee. Currently we develop a microwave sensor based on electrically small antenna utilizing zero-order resonance similar to those presented in [18]. Such sensor can be scaled almost arbitrarily to fit the desired area. The field irradiated by the sensor shows in the plane under its aperture very homogeneous pattern and decays almost as an EM plane wave in given media.
Sensor sensitivity could be improved considering techniques reviewed, for example, in [19].
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